
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a security technology specialist.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for security technology specialist

Serve as an Defensive Cyber Operations IT Specialist Incident Handler as part
of the 24/7 watch operations
Uses comprehensive knowledge of entire Cyber Threat Operations to track
ongoing cyber threat directed against Army to ARCYBER leadership
Coordinates with other watch member and sections within the Army Cyber
Operations and Integration Center (ACOIC) to insure coordination of
situational awareness of global cyber threats is current
Provide guidance, support and technical expertise to the theater commands
constituency on hardware/software required to bring the theater system into
regulatory compliance
Respond to network/system breaches
Supports assigned products by responding independently to client inquiries
and resolving the most complex issues
Respond to all IT security incidents, alerts, and advisories, and implements
countermeasures as directed by DOD, DA policies
Manage the purchase of and administration functions for a variety of specialty
hardware and security software, data entry software, and enterprise
management software modules
Serve as COMSEC custodian, COMSEC Account Holder, Communications
Security Logistics Agency (CSLA) management officer, and project lead on a
wide variety of network infrastructure and automation security projects and

Example of Security Technology Specialist Job
Description
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Request for Change (RFC) and Internet Protocol (IP) Firewall Exemptions for
COMSEC equipment
Provide COMSEC support in the issuance of Cryptographic Keys, Sub-Hand
receipts, and Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI) to U.S. , Allied, and
multinational partner units participating in 7th ATC training exercises

Qualifications for security technology specialist

See "Other Requirements" section below
Must be able to obtain and maintain updated certifications per DoD Directive
8570.1-M
Must be able to obtain and maintain a Top Secret security clearance and
eligible for access to sensitive compartmented information
This position requires possible overtime on short notice to include nights,
holidays, and weekends in support of related mission requirements
Must submit to pre-employment and random drug testing in compliance with
the U.S. Army Drug Abuse Testing Program requirements
Minimum of 3 years of information security related work and scripting
experience (preferably Python, VBScript, PowerShell, and/or Bash)


